
With continuous breakthroughs 
in technology, innovation is 
accelerating at a rapid pace.  
Your critical work needs reliable 
solutions that are evolving and 
accelerating with you.  

SPEED  
UP YOUR  
SCIENCE WITH  
CAS SCIFINDERn

CAS SCIFINDERn



Whether you need to expand your innovation pipeline to fulfill investor expectations,  
keep up to date with the industry landscape and your competitors, or identify new 
business opportunities, CAS SciFinder n speeds the process of finding relevant, 
actionable insights. 
Featuring the renown CAS Content Collection relied upon by the scientific community and the  
most advanced relevance engine in the industry, CAS SciFindern produces better research in less time. 

84% 77% 84%
of researchers agree  

CAS SciFindern allows them 
to be more innovative than 
other research solutions.1

of researchers agree  
CAS SciFindern allows them 
to work more quickly than 
other research solutions.1

of researchers agree  
CAS SciFindern allows them to 

work more confidently compared 
to other research solutions.1

INNOVATION SPEED CONFIDENCE

1. CAS SciFindern Productivity Survey 2020.
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CAS SciFindern halves the time needed  
to perform literature reviews1 
In today’s competitive landscape, your research team needs to quickly 
gain knowledge and insights. You can’t afford to spend hours sifting 
through irrelevant patent and journal content. That’s why we designed 
CAS SciFindern with the most chemistry-aware relevance engine in the 
industry. It doesn’t just search faster, it helps you search smarter, anticipates 
your information needs and accelerates your work. Details from global 
scientific references are added to the CAS Content Collection every day to 
keep you up to date on the world’s published scientific patent and journal 
literature across multiple disciplines. CAS scientific analysts extract and 
verify a multitude of data and key insights from each publication, making 
connections and uncovering trends only possible with the combined power 
of expert human analysis and advanced data technology. 

Perform  
literature reviews

1. CAS SciFindern Productivity Survey 2020.
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CAS SciFindern provides access to the world’s most 
trusted substance resource, the CAS Registry 
You need the most current and accurate substance and reaction information 
available to quickly and confidently inform your critical research activities 
with key insights. A global network of expert scientists curate and aggregate 
the world’s scientific scholarly journals, patents, dissertations and seminal 
reference works daily and make them fully discoverable through the 
advanced technology of CAS SciFindern. That makes it your one true 
source for authoritatively identifying a chemical substance and its related 
chemical structures, chemical names, regulatory information and properties, 
including the CAS Registry Number®, as well as reaction schemes, step-by-
step experimental procedures, detailed conditions and product yields.

Mine substances  
and reactions
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CAS SciFindern halves the time required  
for synthetic planning1

Being successful in the lab requires a great synthetic plan. Your chemists 
are juggling many variables, especially when devising routes to novel 
compounds with no literature-based precedent. For both known and 
unknown molecules, CAS SciFindern will perform a full retrosynthetic analysis 
fueled by the renowned CAS collection of reactions. The best potential 
synthetic routes are determined based on steps from both the literature and 
predicted steps generated by our synthetic chemistry engine. The algorithm 
can be customized to fit specific requirements of the synthesis and the plan 
is easily navigated to evaluate alternative routes. Each plan also offers quick 
access to information on material suppliers, step-by-step methods curated 
by experts, product yields, and more. 

Devise  
synthetic plans

1. CAS SciFindern Productivity Survey 2020.
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CAS SciFindern powers your biologics R&D program to new levels 
Integrated with the world’s most comprehensive collection of chemical reactions, substances, 
and indexed scientific literature, CAS SciFindern provides advanced search, visualization, 
filtering and analysis capabilities for one of the largest, most comprehensive collections of 
protein and nucleic acid sequences as well as modified peptides and small molecules. In 
addition to public datasets like those from NCBI* and extensive datasets from global patents, 
the CAS biosequences collection includes millions of human curated and indexed sequences 
from non-patent literature, including 12K+ scientific journals, not found in other databases. 
Many sequences are expertly annotated by CAS scientists to capture information on chemical 
modifications, sequence origin, function, gene designation, variant and isoform information, 
with important synonyms such as trivial names, trade names and lab codes also added. You 
can also search bioactivity and target indicator data for drug-like substances including both 
small molecules and biologics. 

Not only does CAS SciFindern offer the most comprehensive patent collection related  
to biologic drug discovery, it has one of the largest collections of scientific journal records, 
including PubMed’s biomedical and life science articles and abstracts. With value-added 
indexing by CAS scientists including cited and citing references and direct links to full-text 
publications (where available), you can uncover connections between biosequences  
and patent and non-patent* literature that you can’t see anywhere else.  

*Coming soon 

Conduct comprehensive  
biologics research
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CAS SciFindern reduces the time needed  
to analyze the IP landscape  
In order to successfully manage your research portfolio and bring your 
innovation to market, it’s essential to first understand the technology 
landscape. CAS SciFindern can help answer a host of IP-related 
questions such as: Where are the opportunities for innovation? Are there 
infringement risks? Who else is working in this space? CAS SciFindern 
gives you access to industry-leading capabilities like patent Markush 
searching and content such as patents that have been chemically 
annotated by our expert scientists, so you can stay on top of the 
technological landscape. 

Inform  
IP strategy
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CAS SciFindern offers visual context  
for substance and biosequence result sets   
With the overwhelming volume of scientific data today, it can be challenging 
to pinpoint trends, patterns and outliers to gain understanding and make 
better decisions faster. Now CAS SciFindern provides user-friendly visualization 
tools to help you turn information into insights. Graphically explore the 
structural similarity of chemicals compared to one another and the patents 
associated with them. Review your biosequence search results visually and 
evaluate sequence space from an IP perspective. You can change how the 
results bars are displayed, group and refine your results to highlight key 
information, and even save for later viewing. 

Visualize  
search results
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CAS SciFindern contains the market-leading  
index of chemicals from worldwide suppliers   
Before heading to the lab, scientists from leading commercial, academic 
and government organizations worldwide turn to CAS SciFindern to develop 
their research plan. Integrated throughout CAS SciFindern, CAS Commercial 
Sources help those scientists quickly and easily find and compare commercial 
supplier sources for needed materials. This up-to-date resource contains 
millions of commercially available chemical products from the verified catalogs 
of hundreds of suppliers. Listings include available quantities, prices, and 
supplier contact information, many with direct order links to purchase the 
material on the supplier’s web site.

Find commercially  
available chemicals
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CAS SciFindern is a solution within the  
CAS SciFinder Discovery Platform, an  
enterprise solution created to help get 
discoveries to market faster and optimize 
profitability. CAS SciFinder Discovery Platform 
provides researchers with the information 
they need to avoid surprises and make smart 
investments with insight into the latest 
discoveries and competitive intelligence.  

CAS is a leader in scientific information solutions, 
partnering with global innovators to accelerate 
breakthroughs by curating, connecting, and 
analyzing the world’s scientific knowledge. 
Connect with us at cas.org.


